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Forthcoming events:

EUROPRIS

RADICALIZATION IN PRISON WORKSHOP
Brussels, 27h and 28th February, 2018

The end of February, 2018, is a period of intense activity in Brussels,
for what concerns deradicalisation engagement in the European
framework. In fact, the two events we are talking about are strictly
connected and coordinated.
The Conference, promoted by the EU Commission on Feb. 27th, is
also supported by Europris and CEP organizations, and its goal is to
offer a benchmark on the status of the several projects in the area
of radicalisation, which are co-funded by the Commission.
Attention is focused on Criminal Justice policies, including programs
and activities, enhanced in Prison and Probation systems, in order to
control and prevent eventual radicalisation processes in inmates,
and promote – on the other side – deradicalisation and
disengagement. In this framework, RASMORAD P&P is
representative, as it is a project designed to produce and share a
validated risk assessment tool.
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Brussels

On the following day, February 28th
a one day close door workshop, specifically organized by Europris takes place. Prison professionals
from several European countries, and experts in radicalisation processes, are invited to share
presentations, describing experiences and approaches in issues connected with the main subject
of radicalisation in prisons sets. Disscussions will follow, between speakers and participants.
Different sessions are foreseen in the morning and in the afternoon, and the specific topics are the
following:


Separation or dispersement: how to allocate radicalizated prisoners.



Balancing legal requrements, prison regime and security issues.



Multi-agency cooperation and sharin of data.



Reintegration challenges for foreign fighters and returnees.

Representatives for RASMORAD (and for the new TRAinTRAINING EU co-financed project, recently
strarted with a kick-off Meeting in Rome), are participating both to the Conference and to the
Workshop.
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